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昭和五年分重要經濟統計月報 1930
this work draws on a wide range of chinese and japanese sources to
analyse the uncertain loyalties and complex internal pressures that
drove sino japanese interaction in prewar north china it examines the
shifting understandings of the north china problem in its practical
political and moral aspects and challenges existing assumptions
concerning chinese relations with japan and their impact on domestic
politics

綿花統計月報 1950
an excellent primer about world war ii in asia prior to the involvement
of the united states part one of a fascinating history trilogy new york
journal of books war in the far east is a trilogy of books offering the
most complete narrative yet written about the pacific theater of world
war ii and the first truly international treatment of the epic conflict
historian peter harmsen weaves together a complex and revealing
narrative including facets of the war that are often overlooked in
historic narratives he explores the war in subarctic conditions on the
aleutians details the mass starvations in china indochina and india and
offers a range of perspectives on the war experience from the oval
office to the blistering sands of peleliu storm clouds over the pacific
begins the story long before pearl harbor showing how the war can only
be understood if ancient hatreds and long standing geopolitics are taken
into account harmsen demonstrates how japan and china s ancient enmity
led to increased tensions in the 1930s which in turn exploded into
conflict in 1937 the battles of shanghai and nanjing were followed by
the battle of taierzhuang in 1938 china s only major victory a war of
attrition continued up to 1941 the year when japan made the momentous
decision to pursue all out war the infamous attack on pearl harbor
catapulted the united states into the war as the japanese also overran
british and dutch territories throughout the western pacific

昭和十一年重要經濟統計月報 1936
immigrant japan sounds like a contradiction but as gracia liu farrer
shows millions of immigrants make their lives in japan dealing with the
tensions between belonging and not belonging in this ethno nationalist
country why do people want to come to japan where do immigrants with
various resources and demographic profiles fit in the economic landscape
how do immigrants narrate belonging in an environment where they are
other at a time when mobility is increasingly easy and belonging
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increasingly complex gracia liu farrer illuminates the lives of these
immigrants by bringing in sociological geographical and psychological
theories guiding the reader through life trajectories of migrants of
diverse backgrounds while also going so far as to suggest that japan is
already an immigrant country

商工省日本経験生命表 1933
focusing on the us great britain mexico australia the republic of china
and thailand the six essays in this volume explore the benefits and
problems japanese foreign direct investment has created particularly in
terms of recipient countries employment foreign trade acquisition of new
technology and management skills economic output resource development
and the all important public opinion annotation copyright by book news
inc portland or

昭和七年度保険年鑑 1934
includes the first english translation of kotoku shusui s imperialism by
robert thomas tierney

North China and Japanese Expansion 1933-1937
2013-11-05
expanding the canon of photographic history capturing japan in
nineteenth century new england photography collections focuses on six
new englanders whose travel and photograph collecting influenced the
flowering of japonism in late nineteenth century boston the book also
explores the history of japanese photography and its main themes the
first history of its kind this study illuminates the ways photographs
seeming conveyors of fact imprint mental images and suppositions on
their viewers

昭和七年分重要經濟統計月報 1932
this volume is part of a subseries of the foreign relations of the
united states that documents the most issues in the foreign policy of
the 5 years 1964 1968 of the administration of lyndon b johnson this
volume documents u s policy toward japan during a period of increasing
change in the relations between the two allies japan was fast becoming a
major economic power while still relying on the united states for its
security a theme of the coverage in fact is the ongoing u s effort to
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encourage japan to assume a greater role in its own military defense and
to play a greater role on the world stage especially in terms of
economic development of the rest of asia another major theme is u s
efforts to encourage the continuation of a moderate pro western japanese
government

Storm Clouds over the Pacific, 1931–1941
2018-12-01
what forces were behind japan s emergence as the first non western
colonial power at the turn of the twentieth century peter duus brings a
new perspective to meiji expansionism in this pathbreaking study of
japan s acquisition of korea the largest of its colonial possessions he
shows how japan s drive for empire was part of a larger goal to become
the economic diplomatic and strategic equal of the western countries who
had imposed a humiliating treaty settlement on the country in the 1850s
duus maintains that two separate but interlinked processes one political
military and the other economic propelled japan s imperialism every
attempt at increasing japanese political influence licensed new
opportunities for trade and each new push for japanese economic
interests buttressed and sometimes justified further political advances
the sword was the servant of the abacus the abacus the agent of the
sword while suggesting that meiji imperialism shared much with the
western colonial expansion that provided both model and context duus
also argues that it was backward imperialism shaped by a sense of
inferiority vis à vis the west along with his detailed diplomatic and
economic history duus offers a unique social history that illuminates
the motivations and lifestyles of the overseas japanese of the time as
well as the views that contemporary japanese had of themselves and their
fellow asians

Immigrant Japan 2020-04-15
to what extent can music be employed to shape one culture s
understanding of another in the american imagination japan has
represented the most alien nation for over 150 years this perceived
difference has inspired fantasies of both desire and repulsion through
which japanese culture has profoundly impacted the arts and industry of
the u s while the influence of japan on american and european painting
architecture design theater and literature has been celebrated in
numerous books and exhibitions the role of music has been virtually
ignored until now w anthony sheppard s extreme exoticism offers a
detailed documentation and wide ranging investigation of music s role in
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shaping american perceptions of the japanese the influence of japanese
music on american composers and the place of japanese americans in
american musical life presenting numerous american encounters with and
representations of japanese music and japan this book reveals how music
functions in exotic representation across a variety of genres and media
and how japanese music has at various times served as a sign of
modernist experimentation a sounding board for defining american music
and a tool for reshaping conceptions of race and gender from the tin pan
alley songs of the russo japanese war period to weezer s pinkerton album
music has continued to inscribe japan as the land of extreme exoticism

The Effect of Japanese Investment on the World
Economy: A Six-Country Study, 1970–1991 1966
as the u s military presence in the middle east winds down asia and the
pacific are receiving increased attention from the american national
security community the obama administration has announced a rebalancing
of the u s military posture in the region in reaction primarily to the
startling improvement in chinese air and naval capabilities over the
last decade or so this timely study sets out to assess the implications
of this shift for the long established u s military presence in asia and
the pacific this presence is anchored in a complex basing infrastructure
that scholars and americans generally too often take for granted in
remedying this state of affairs this volume offers a detailed survey and
analysis of this infrastructure its history the political complications
it has frequently given rise to and its recent and likely future
evolution american seapower requires a robust constellation of bases to
support global power projection given the rise of china and the
emergence of the asia pacific as the center of global economic growth
and strategic contention nowhere is american basing access more
important than in this region yet manifold political and military
challenges stemming not least of which from rapidly improving chinese
long range precision strike capabilities complicate the future of
american access and security here this book addresses what will be
needed to maintain the fundaments of u s seapower and force projection
in the asia pacific and where the key trend lines are headed in that
regard this book demonstrates that u s asia pacific basing and access is
increasingly vital yet increasingly vulnerable it demands far more
attention than the limited coverage it has received to date and cannot
be taken for granted more must be done to preserve capabilities and
access upon which american and allied security and prosperity depend
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国立国会図書館所蔵朝鮮関係資料目錄: 日本文篇, Japanese books 1934
following japan s attack on pearl harbor in 1941 the u s government
rounded up more than one hundred thousand japanese americans and sent
them to internment camps one of those internees was charles kikuchi in
thousands of diary pages he documented his experiences in the camps his
resettlement in chicago and drafting into the army on the eve of
hiroshima and nagasaki and his postwar life as a social worker in new
york city kikuchi s diaries bear witness to a watershed era in american
race relations and expose both the promise and the hypocrisy of american
democracy jim and jap crow follows kikuchi s personal odyssey among
fellow japanese american intellectuals immigrant activists chicago
school social scientists everyday people on chicago s south side and
psychologically scarred veterans in the hospitals of new york the book
chronicles a remarkable moment in america s history in which interracial
alliances challenged the limits of the elusive democratic ideal and in
which the nation was forced to choose between civil liberty and the
fearful politics of racial hysteria it was an era of world war and the
atomic bomb desegregation in the military but jim and jap crow elsewhere
in america and a hopeful progressivism that gave way to cold war
paranoia jim and jap crow looks at kikuchi s life and diaries as a lens
through which to observe the possibilities failures and key
conversations in a dynamic multiracial america

第二十一回横浜商工会議所年報 2015-06-09
this is an in depth analysis of the u s japan security alliance and its
implications for japan and the asia pacific region it moves away from
the official line that the alliance is a vital aspect of japan s
security policy and introduces issues and arguments that are often
overlooked american security policy has failed to achieve its goals
japan s interests are not fully served by the alliance the alliance
itself is a source of instability in the region and the arrangement has
placed constraints on japan s own political development the author
measures current developments in u s foreign policy against japan s role
in the region and japan s own political development he assesses the
consequences of the alliance for the current regional situation in
northeast asia looks at future policy options for japan and makes the
case for a neutralist security policy
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Monster of the Twentieth Century 2011
no detailed description available for restrained trade

Capturing Japan in Nineteenth-century New
England Photography Collections 1959
invasive species have a critical and growing effect upon natural areas
they can modify degrade or destroy wildland ecosystem structure and
function and reduce native biodiversity landscape level solutions are
needed to address these problems conservation biologists seek to limit
such damage and restore ecosystems using a variety of approaches one
such approach is biological control the deliberate importation and
establishment of specialized natural enemies which can address invasive
species problems and which should be considered as a possible component
of restoration biological control can be an effective tool against many
invasive insects and plants but it has rarely been successfully employed
against other groups safety is of paramount concern and requires that
the natural enemies used be specialized and that targeted pests be
drivers of ecological degradation while modern approaches allow species
to be selected with a high level of security some risks do remain
however as in all species introductions these should be viewed in the
context of the risk of failing to reduce the impact of the invasive
species this unique book identifies the balance among these factors to
show how biological control can be integrated into ecosystem restoration
as practiced by conservation biologists jointly developed by
conservation biologists and biological control scientists it contains
chapters on matching tools to management goals tools in action measuring
and evaluating ecological outcomes of biological control introductions
managing conflict over biological control and includes case studies as
well as an ethical framework for integrating biological control and
conservation practice integrating biological control into conservation
practice is suitable for graduate courses in invasive species management
and biological control as well as for research scientists in government
and non profit conservation organizations

農林省統計表 1995-09-20
this study explores the japanese motivations in raising the proposal for
racial equality at the 1919 paris peace conference this is the first
comprehensive analysis of an historically significant event which has
not been given adequate scholarly attention in the past the story which
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unfolds underlines the complexity of politics and diplomacy surrounding
the racial equality proposal and analyses the effect of the failure of
the proposal on japan s politics in the 1920s and 1930s

Foreign relations of the United States,
1964-1968, V. 29, Pt. 2: Japan 2019-09-20
reports of general macarthur are the official after action reports of
general of the army douglas macarthur long out of print this facsimile
edition contains not only macarthur s own perspective of his operations
against the japanese in the southwest pacific area during world war ii
but also the enemy s unique account of imperial army campaigns against
macarthur s forces collectively the reports have substantial and
enduring value for military historians and students of military affairs
providing an illuminating record of momentous events influenced in large
measure by a distinguished soldier and towering figure in american
historiography history army mil

The Abacus and the Sword 2014-05-15
groundbreaking study demonstrating how japan s leaders play an important
role in diplomacy a political leader is most often a nation s most high
profile foreign policy figure its chief diplomat but how do individual
leadership styles personalities perceptions or beliefs shape diplomacy
in japanese diplomacy the question of what role leadership plays in
diplomacy is applied to japan a country where the individual is often
viewed as being at the mercy of the group and where prime ministers have
been largely thought of as reactive and weak in challenging earlier
simplified ideas of japanese political leadership h d p envall argues
that japan s leaders from early cold war figures such as yoshida shigeru
to the charismatic and innovative koizumi jun ichirō to the present
leadership of abe shinzō have pursued leadership strategies of varying
coherence and rationality often independent of their political
environment he also finds that different japanese leaders have shaped
japanese diplomacy in some important and underappreciated ways in
certain environments individual difference has played a significant role
in determining japan s diplomacy both in terms of the country s
strategic identity and summit diplomacy what emerges from japanese
diplomacy therefore is a more nuanced overall picture of japanese
leadership in foreign affairs h d p envall is research fellow in the
department of international relations at the australian national
university
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Extreme Exoticism 1992
this book presents a comprehensive picture of reflexive pronouns from
both a theoretical and experimental perspective using the well
researched languages of english german dutch chinese japanese and korean
in order to understand the data from varying theoretical perspectives
the book considers selected syntactic and pragmatic analyses based on
their current importance in the field the volume consequently introduces
the emergentist reflexivity approach which is a novel theoretical
synthesis incorporating a sentence and pragmatic processor that accounts
for reflexive pronoun behaviour in these six languages moreover in
support of this model a vast array of experimental literature is
considered including first and second language acquisition bilingual
psycholinguistic neurolinguistic and clinical studies it is through both
the intuitive and experimental data linguistic theorizing relies upon
that brings out the strengths of the modelling adopted here paving new
avenues for future research in sum this volume unites a diverse array of
the literature that currently sits largely divorced between the
theoretical and experimental realms and when put together a better
understanding of reflexive pronouns under the auspices of the
emergentist reflexivity approach is forged

Rebalancing U.S. Forces 2013-12-26
japanese film is enduringly fascinating challenging and rewarding this
book provides a cultural historical and philosophical study of japanese
film from the silent era to the present day focusing on its expansive
consciousness the author examines masterpieces by ozu mizoguchi oshima
and many other directors discussing their influence on the japanese
culture of esoteric zen buddhism and relating them to recent
neuroscientific theories of brain trauma

学術雑誌総合目錄 1943
the fukuda doctrine has been the official blueprint to japan s foreign
policy towards southeast asia since 1977 this book examines the fukuda
doctrine in the context of japan southeast asia relations and discusses
the possibility of a non realist approach in the imagining and conduct
of international relations in east asia the collapse of 54 years of
liberal democratic party rule and the advent of a new democratic party
of japan raises the question of whether the fukuda doctrine is still
relevant as a framework to analyse tokyo s policy and behaviour towards
southeast asia looking at its origins and norms amidst three decades of
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change the book argues that the fukuda doctrine is still relevant to
japan southeast asian relations and should be extended to relations
between china and japan if an east asian community is to be built the
book goes on to discuss the fukuda doctrine in relation to the power
shift in asia including the revitalization of japan s security role by
providing a detailed understanding of a non western perspective of japan
s relationship with southeast asia this book is a useful contribution
for students and scholars of asian studies politics and international
relations

Jim and Jap Crow 1978
how do teachers who have chosen to settle down in one country manage the
difficulties of living and teaching english in that country how do they
develop and sustain their careers and what factors shape their identity
this book answers these questions by investigating the personal and
professional identity development of ten western women who teach english
in various educational contexts in japan all of whom have japanese
spouses the book covers issues of interracial relationships expatriation
equality and employment practices as well as the broader topics of
gender and identity the book also provides a useful overview of english
language teaching and learning in japan

Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the
United States 2015-06-03
a valuable reexamination booklist starred review of the event that
changed twentieth century america pearl harbor based on years of
research and new information uncovered by a new york times bestselling
author the america we live in today was born not on july 4 1776 but on
december 7 1941 when an armada of 354 japanese warplanes supported by
aircraft carriers destroyers and midget submarines suddenly and savagely
attacked the united states killing 2 403 men and forced america s entry
into world war ii pearl harbor from infamy to greatness follows the
sailors soldiers pilots diplomats admirals generals emperor and
president as they engineer fight and react to this stunningly dramatic
moment in world history beginning in 1914 bestselling author craig
nelson maps the road to war when franklin d roosevelt then the assistant
secretary of the navy attended the laying of the keel of the uss arizona
at the brooklyn navy yard writing with vivid intimacy nelson traces
japan s leaders as they lurch into ultranationalist fascism which
culminates in their scheme to terrify america with one of the boldest
attacks ever waged within seconds the country would never be the same
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backed by a research team s five years of work as well as nelson s
thorough re examination of the original evidence assembled by federal
investigators this page turning and definitive work weaves archival
research interviews and personal experiences from both sides into a blow
by blow narrative of destruction liberally sprinkled with individual
heroism bizarre escapes and equally bizarre tragedies kirkus reviews
nelson delivers all the terror chaos violence tragedy and heroism of the
attack in stunning detail and offers surprising conclusions about the
tragedy s unforeseen and resonant consequences that linger even today

The MAGIC background of Pearl Harbor 1954
for the british empire it was a military disaster but for imperial japan
the conquest of malaya was one of the pivotal campaigns of world war ii
giving birth to the myth of the imperial japanese army s invincibility
the victory left both burma and india open to invasion although heavily
outnumbered the japanese army fought fiercely to overcome the inept and
shambolic defence offered by the british and commonwealth forces
detailed analysis of the conflict combined with a heavy focus on the
significance of the aerial campaign help tell the fascinating story of
the japanese victory from the initial landings in thailand and malaya
through to the destruction of the royal navy s force z and the final
fall of singapore itself

The Challenges of the US-Japan Military
Arrangement: Competing Security Transitions in a
Changing International Environment 2018-05-31
japan achieved it s present economic position by rejecting free trade
theory and instead mastering neomercantilist policies which target
strategic industries for development with a range of government
sponsored cartels subsidies import barriers and export incentives these
policies stimulated an economic growth rate which averaged ten percent
before 1973 and five percent since rates four and two times greater than
america s during the same periods this book analyzes the policy making
process implementation successes occasional shortcomings and challenges
posed by tokyo s neomercantilist policies toward its trade rivals

A monograph of the mammals of Japan 2016-05-17
during world war ii japan was vilified by america as our hated enemy in
the east though we distinguished good germans from the nazis we
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condemned all japanese indiscriminately as fanatics and savages as the
cold war heated up however the u s government decided to make japan its
bulwark against communism in asia but how was the american public made
to accept an alliance with japan so soon after the japs had been
demonized as subhuman bucktoothed apes with coke bottle glasses in this
revelatory work naoko shibusawa charts the remarkable reversal from
hated enemy to valuable ally that occurred in the two decades after the
war while general macarthur s occupation forces pursued our nation s
strategic goals in japan liberal american politicians journalists and
filmmakers pursued an equally essential though long unrecognized goal
the dissemination of a new and palatable image of the japanese among the
american public with extensive research from occupation memoirs to
military records from court documents to hollywood films and from
charity initiatives to newspaper and magazine articles shibusawa
demonstrates how the evil enemy was rendered as a feminized submissive
nation as an immature youth that needed america s benevolent hand to
guide it toward democracy interestingly shibusawa reveals how this
obsession with race gender and maturity reflected america s own
anxieties about race relations and equity between the sexes in the
postwar world america s geisha ally is an exploration of how
belligerents reconcile themselves in the wake of war but also offers
insight into how a new superpower adjusts to its role as the world s
preeminent force

Restrained Trade 2009

Integrating Biological Control into Conservation
Practice 1966

Japan, Race and Equality 2015-02-17

Reports of General MacArthur: suppl. MacArthur
in Japan: The occupation, military phase
2021-01-04
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Japanese Diplomacy 2016-05-31

Reflexive Pronouns: A Theoretical and
Experimental Synthesis 2012-09-10

Japanese Film and the Floating Mind 2016-04-07

Japan's Relations with Southeast Asia 2016-09-20

Identity, Gender and Teaching English in Japan
1963

Pearl Harbor 2016-10-20

資源科學硏究所彙報 1959

Malaya and Singapore 1941–42 2016-07-27

水辺の鳥 2010-01-01

Japanese Industrial Targeting

America's Geisha Ally
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